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Abstract: Sound source localization is important for spatial awareness and immersive Virtual Reality
(VR) experiences. Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) persons have limitations in completing sound-
related VR tasks efficiently because they perceive audio information differently. This paper presents
and evaluates a special haptic VR suit that helps DHH persons efficiently complete sound-related VR
tasks. Our proposed VR suit receives sound information from the VR environment wirelessly and
indicates the direction of the sound source to the DHH user by using vibrotactile feedback. Our study
suggests that using different setups of the VR suit can significantly improve VR task completion times
compared to not using a VR suit. Additionally, the results of mounting haptic devices on different
positions of users’ bodies indicate that DHH users can complete a VR task significantly faster when
two vibro-motors are mounted on their arms and ears compared to their thighs. Our quantitative
and qualitative analysis demonstrates that DHH persons prefer using the system without the VR suit
and prefer mounting vibro-motors in their ears. In an additional study, we did not find a significant
difference in task completion time when using four vibro-motors with the VR suit compared to using
only two vibro-motors in users’ ears without the VR suit.

Keywords: virtual reality; haptic feedback; tactile sensation; sound source localization; deaf and
hard-of-hearing

1. Introduction

Deafness and hearing loss are issues that affect millions of people around the world
(World Federation of the Deaf (Available Online: http://wfdeaf.org/our-work/ (accessed
on 5 October 2021))). These issues are manifested in different intensities related to different
causes and can affect different aspects of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) persons’ social
life [1]. Recent advances in technology and medicine, such as Cochlear Implants (CIs), help
these groups of people to use and enjoy technology more than before [2], but CI technology
has some disadvantages. It is costly and not practical for all DHH persons [3]. In addition,
it requires invasive surgery, and the surgery’s success rate depends on the person’s age [3].
Therefore, using alternative technologies to help DHH persons is beneficial.

One of the low-cost technologies to help DHH persons is inexpensive vibrotactile
devices that can transmit information as vibration signals through the DHH person’s body.
Previous studies have shown that using haptic sensors in wearable devices such as suits,
belts, bracelets, shoes, gloves, and chairs can help DHH persons perceive information
from their environments [4–6]. DHH persons detect sounds differently, so they have
limitations in completing sound-related tasks, especially in Virtual Reality (VR). However,
DHH persons can perceive sound information using their other senses, such as tactile
sensation [7]. They can sense vibrations and feel sounds in the same part of their brain that
hearing persons use to hear sounds [8].

Previous research has shown the usability of vibrotactile systems for hearing and DHH
persons as they complete different tasks related to navigation [9] and sound awareness [10].
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In VR, haptic feedback is usually used in special VR suits or other wearable devices, and it
improves the immersive VR experience. A few versions of vibrotactile-based VR suits are
available on the market, such as “TactSuit” (Available Online: https://www.bhaptics.com/
(accessed on 5 October 2021)) and “TeslaSuit” (Available Online: https://teslasuit.io/
(accessed on 5 October 2021)), but they have not been tested on DHH users. Haptic VR suits
can help DHH persons to perform sound-related VR tasks, but more comprehensive studies
are needed about the effects of using different setups of haptic VR suits for DHH users.
We also need to know if the number of haptic devices positively affects the completion of
sound-related VR tasks among DHH users. This paper investigates the capabilities and
effects of using different setups of haptic VR suits among DHH users. Our main hypotheses
in this study are as follows:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). DHH persons can complete sound-related VR tasks faster using different VR
suit setups compared to not using the VR suit.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Increasing the number of haptic devices on a VR suit does not significantly
affect the performance of sound source localization in VR among DHH persons.

A special VR suit with four adjustable vibro-motors was designed for this study to
analyze different aspects of using haptic VR suit setups for DHH users. We intended to
find the optimal number of haptic devices (vibro-motors) necessary for DHH persons to
perform sound source localization in VR. In addition, we determined the best positions for
mounting vibro-motors on DHH persons’ bodies for the completion of sound-related VR
tasks by analyzing the results of questionnaires about discomfort scores and the desire to
use different haptic setups of our proposed VR suit. In summary, the main contributions of
our study are as follows:

1. The effects of using haptic VR suit setups among DHH users on the completion of
sound-related VR tasks are analyzed.

2. The optimal number of haptic devices necessary for DHH persons to perform sound
source localization in VR is identified.

3. The best positions for mounting haptic devices on DHH persons’ bodies for complet-
ing sound-related VR tasks are defined.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work on the use of
wearable vibrotactile feedback systems in VR is presented. In Section 3, we explain the
study design and methodologies of our approaches. In Section 4, the experimental results
of different setups of our proposed haptic VR suit are presented. In Section 5, the results of
a complementary study related to the optimal number of haptic devices are presented. In
Section 6, we discuss the effects, limitations, and future work of our proposed VR haptic
device, and finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Vibrotactile feedback has been widely used in many previous studies for navigation
or spatial awareness and to show different application scenarios for delivering information
using vibrations through the skin. Hashizume et al. [9] developed a special wearable haptic
suit called “LIVEJACKET” that can improve the quality of music experience among users
when listening to digital media by using vibrotactile feedback [9]. They did not test the
“LIVEJACKET” on DHH persons, but there are some other studies, such as Petry et al. [5]
and Shibasaki et al. [11], that used a similar approach to improve the music experience
among DHH persons.

Some other researchers have tried to deliver haptic cues from virtual environments
to users’ bodies. Lindeman et al. [12] implemented a system that can deliver vibrotactile
stimuli to the user’s whole body from virtual environments. Their proposed system could
improve the immersive VR experience and the feedback time in critical situations in a
VR environment. Kaul et al. [13] proposed a system called “HapticHead” that can utilize

https://www.bhaptics.com/
https://teslasuit.io/
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multiple vibrotactile actuators around the head for intuitive haptic guidance through
moving tactile cues, and it was able to effectively guide users towards virtual and real
targets in 3D environments. Peng et al. [14] proposed a system called “WalkingVibe” that
uses vibrotactile feedback for walking experiences in VR to reduce VR sickness among
users. Vibrotactile devices are also used in some specific gloves. G. Sziebig et al. [15]
and Regenbrecht et al. [16] presented vibrotactile gloves with vibration motors to provide
sensory feedback from a virtual environment to the user’s hands.

A few other researchers have proposed systems that help DHH persons with sound
awareness, such as Saba et al. [6], Jain et al. [10], and Mirzaei et al. [17]. Saba et al. proposed
a wearable interaction system called “Hey yaa”. This system allows DHH persons to call
each other using sensory-motor communication through vibration. In a qualitative study,
Jain et al. [10] showed the importance of sound awareness and vibrotactile wearable devices
among DHH persons. In addition, Mirzaei et al. [17] proposed a wearable system for DHH
users called “EarVR” that can be mounted on VR Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) and can
locate sound sources in VR environments in real time. Their results suggest that “EarVR”
can help DHH persons to complete sound-related VR tasks and can also encourage DHH
users to use VR technology more than before [17].

Almost all of these studies show the positive effects of using vibrotactile feedback
systems in VR or the real world. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them
investigated the effects of using different setups of haptic VR suits by mounting vibration
devices on different body positions of DHH persons for completing sound-related VR
tasks.

3. User Study

For our study, we designed a special VR suit with four vibro-motors to demonstrate
the four main directions of incoming sounds (front, back, left, and right) for deaf users
(Figure 1). This VR suit can deliver vibrotactile cues from a VR environment to DHH
persons’ bodies. The vibro-motors are controlled wirelessly using an Arduino (Available
Online: https://www.arduino.cc/ (accessed on 5 October 2021)) processing unit with a
Bluetooth module.

Figure 1. The concept design of our proposed VR suit.

We conducted a test to investigate the effects of mounting vibro-motors on different
sections of DHH persons’ bodies, such as thighs, arms, and ears. At the end of the test, we
asked participants to fill out questionnaires about their preferred position for mounting
the vibro-motors and the discomfort score of different setups of our proposed VR suit.

https://www.arduino.cc/
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3.1. Hardware Design

An Arduino Micro Pro with an HC-06 Bluetooth module controls coin vibro-motors
(10–14 mm) wirelessly from the host computer that is running the VR application. We
assembled the processing unit in a mountable package on the back of the VR suit (Figure 2).
The whole system is powered by a customized rechargeable Lithium-ION (Li-ON) battery
with a capacity of 8000 mAh and a voltage of 7.4 V. The vibro-motors have an operating
voltage range of 3 V to 4 V at 40–80 mA with a frequency of 150–205 Hz.

Figure 2. The prototype version of our proposed VR suit.

The flat surfaces of the vibro-motors were very close to the user’s body so that
the user could feel the vibrations very well. Previous studies, such as Rupert [18] and
Toney et al. [19], have reported that a major problem is difficulty in maintaining good
contact between vibro-motors and the users’ bodies. They suggest that haptic devices
(active motors) be optimally fit in their positions with an appropriate degree of pressure to
ensure the perception of haptic feedback. Therefore, we designed our VR suit with special
Velcro tapes to help to maintain the vibro-motors in their fixed positions on the suit during
the tests. The Velcro tapes also allowed us to easily change the positions of vibro-motors on
the users’ bodies. We fitted the VR suit for each participant before the main test and asked
them to wear thin clothes for the main experiment to ensure that they felt the vibrations
from all four vibro-motors on the VR suit.

3.2. Software Design

We designed a simple VR task using the Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) (Available Online:
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/ (accessed on 5 October 2021)) game engine with
an Arduino plugin to communicate with the Arduino processing unit. Arduino Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) was used to develop the code for the Arduino Micro Pro.
In the VR task, the player is spawned at the center of an enclosed VR room and can only
rotate around. We also added a “FRONT” label to one of the four walls in the VR room to
show the front direction in the VR environment (Figure 3a). We used this label as an index
corresponding to the vibro-motor mounted on the front of the VR suit.

https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/
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The player had to start the task by standing in front of the wall labeled “FRONT”.
This procedure let us know the exact positions of the sound sources in the VR environment
with respect to the user’s orientation so that we could send the proper signals to correct
vibro-motors on the VR suit. The player was able to start the VR task by pressing the grip
button on the VR controller after standing in the mentioned position and select sound
sources (speakers) by pressing the trigger button on the VR controller with the help of a
ray-cast laser pointer (Figure 3b). We designed the task so that every time it was started,
only one sound source (speaker) would appear randomly in one of the four main positions
in the VR environment (front, back, left, and right).

Figure 3. The VR environment, (a) The “FRONT” label position, (b) Sound source position based on
the “FRONT” label direction.

3.3. Main Experiment

For the main experiment, we prepared three different setups of our proposed haptic
VR suit. We used two fixed vibro-motors to represent the front and back directions but
changed the positions of the other two vibro-motors in different setups as follows:

1. Setup 1: Two vibro-motors mounted on the front and back and two on the left and
right sides of the thighs (left side of the left thigh and right side of the right thigh),
Figure 4a;

2. Setup 2: Two vibro-motors mounted on the front and back and two on the left and
right sides of the arms (left side of the left arm and right side of the right arm),
Figure 4b;
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3. Setup 3: Two vibro-motors mounted on the front and back and two on the left and
right ears, Figure 4c.

Figure 4. Suggested setups of the VR suit.

We called these setups “Setup 1 (thighs)”, “Setup 2 (arms)”, and “Setup 3 (ears)”
respectively. We also considered an additional setup without using the haptic suit or any
other assisting tool. In this condition, deaf users had to search and find sound sources in the
VR environment only by using vision without the help of a haptic suit by rotating around
to find the rendered 3D model of the sound source (speaker). We called this additional
condition “Setup 0 (no suit)” and compared the results of using the VR suit in Setups 1
(thighs), 2 (arms), and 3 (ears) with this new condition.

3.4. Procedure

We recruited 20 DHH participants from the deaf community with no hearing in either
ear (12 men, 8 women; ages: 20–40, X̄ = 30.4). We briefly introduced the goal of our
experiment to the participants and described the equipment and the environment of the
test. Because none of the participants had tested a haptic suit before, we asked each of them
to wear our proposed haptic suit with different setups before the main experiment and
asked them about their opinion in an open-ended question. Thus, the participants became
familiar with different setups of the haptic suit and could withdraw from the experiment if
they felt uncomfortable with any of the haptic suit setups. In addition, we carefully stated
all VR safety warnings in our consent form, so all participants were completely aware of
them and signed the form before the main experiment. None of the participants withdrew
from the experiment, and all of them participated in our study.

For “Setup 3 (ears)”, we asked the participants to answer a question about their
preferred position on the head for mounting the vibro-motors. All 20 participants preferred
mounting the vibro-motors inside the ears compared to the temples or behind the ears. We
attached soft and flexible plastics to the ears’ vibro-motors to prevent unpleasant feelings
when DHH users put the vibro-motors inside their ears. Many participants mentioned in
their comments that putting vibro-motors inside their ears felt like wearing headphones,
similar to persons without hearing problems.

For the main experiment, we asked each participant to play each condition (setup) for
10 rounds. The player was able to start the VR task by pressing the grip button on the VR
controller. After starting the VR task, one speaker appeared randomly in one of the four
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main positions in the VR environment (front, back, left, and right) based on the player’s
starting position.

Every time a speaker appeared in the VR environment, a vibro-motor related to the
speaker’s position would vibrate (controlled by the Arduino) so that the player could find
the correct speaker position and select it. This meant that the vibro-motor on the player’s
chest started when the sound was in front of the user, the one on the back started when it
was behind the user, and the left and right vibro-motors started based on the respective
sound location. After selecting the speaker, it would disappear, and the player had to face
the wall labeled “FRONT” to start the next round. This process continued until the player
selected 10 speakers (completing 10 rounds).

For each setup, the completion time of every round was saved for the player. Then,
the average task completion time of the setup was calculated for that player. In the end,
the overall average task completion times of all players were calculated for the setups. A
Friedman test with significance level of α = 0.05 and a post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test
with Bonferroni correction resulting in a significance level set at α < 0.008 were used to
assess statistical significance between average task completion times of the setups.

We asked participants to answer a question about the discomfort score for each setup,
with the possibility of changing their answers at the end of the experiment (after completing
all of the setups). To determine the preferred setup, we used a questionnaire at the end of
the experiment with a 5-point Likert-scale question (“1 = most negative” and “5 = most
positive”) about which setup is more desirable to use, and to identify the discomfort level,
we collected discomfort scores ranging from 1 to 10 (lower value = more comfortable)
and calculated the preference score and discomfort level by averaging the scores of all
participants for each setup at the end of the experiment (the final results). We analyzed
the data for each setup based on the participants’ average task completion time and their
responses to our questionnaires about discomfort and preferred setup in our study.

We asked the participants to complete each setup in one day, starting with Setup 0.
Starting the experiment with “Setup 0 (no suit)” and then “Setup 1 (thighs)” was important
for our further study because using the sense of touch in the lower body as a cue for audio
direction was very unusual among DHH participants, and they wanted to test it first (after
Setup 0). Therefore, we fixed the order of setups to “Setup 0 (no suit)” on day 1, “Setup 1
(thighs)” on day 2, “Setup 2 (arms)” on day 3, and “Setup 3 (ears)” on day 4.

4. Results

The average task completion time of each setup is shown in Figure 5. Deaf users
completed the VR task with average task completion times of 27.05 s for “Setup 0 (no suit)”,
23.39 s for “Setup 1 (thighs)”, 21.7 s for “Setup 2 (arms)”, and 21.41 s for “Setup 3 (ears)”.

Setup 0 (no suit) Setup 1 (thighs) Setup 2 (arms) Setup 3 (ears)
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Figure 5. Average task completion times of each setup.
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The Friedman test revealed a statistically significant effect of using different setups on
the average task completion times (χ2 = 49.020, p < 0.001). Figure 6 shows the Wilcoxon
test results for different setups. The Wilcoxon test revealed a statistically significant main
effect of “Setups 1 (thighs), 2 (arms), and 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 0 (no suit)”, as well as “Setup
2 (arms)” and “Setup 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 1 (thighs)”, but no significant main effect was
found for “Setup 2 (arms)” vs. “Setup 3 (ears)”. These results indicate that the position of
vibro-motors on the VR suit affects the task completion times of DHH users.

VR Suit
Setups

Setup 1
(Thighs)

Setup 2
(Arms)

Setup 3
(Ears)

Setup 0
(No VR Suit)

Z = - 3.920
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.920
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.920
p < 0.001

Setup 1
(Thighs)

----
Z = - 3.509
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.808
p < 0.001

Setup 2
(Arms)

---- ----
Z = - 1.456
p = 0.145

Figure 6. Wilcoxon test results on differences in average task completion times between each pair of
setups.

The results of comparing Setups 1, 2, and 3 vs. Setup 0 indicate that using a haptic
VR suit with different setups positively affects task completion times of DHH users in VR.
Therefore, hypothesis H1 is supported. In addition, the results show that the arms and
ears are preferred to the thighs for mounting the vibro-motors. Some deaf participants
mentioned in their comments that feeling the sense of touch in their upper body, such as
arms and ears, was more familiar to them as a warning sign to focus attention in a specific
direction compared to the sense of touch in their lower body (thighs). We assume that this
is the main reason why mounting vibro-motors on the upper body was more effective for
completing sound localization tasks in VR among DHH users. Future studies are required
to understand why the arms and the ears are better than the thighs for DHH persons.

Figure 7 shows the average responses to question about discomfort scores of Setups 0
(no suit), 1 (thighs), 2 (arms), and 3 (ears). The Friedman test revealed significant differences
between different setups for the average discomfort level
(χ2 = 58.898, p < 0.001).
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Figure 7. Average discomfort level of each setup.

Figure 8 shows the Wilcoxon test results of the average discomfort level for different
setups. The Wilcoxon test (with α < 0.008) revealed a statistically significant main effect
of “Setup 0 (no suit)” vs. “Setups 1 (thighs), 2 (arms), and 3 (ears)”, “Setup 2 (arms)”
and “Setup 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 1 (thighs)”, and “Setup 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 2 (arms)”.
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These results indicate that participants rated “Setup 0 (no suit)” significantly better (more
comfortable) than all of the other setups. The results of comparing setups of the VR suit
show that “Setup 3 (ears)” was rated as significantly more comfortable than Setups 1 and 2.

VR Suit
Setups

Setup 1
(Thighs)

Setup 2
(Arms)

Setup 3
(Ears)

Setup 0
(No VR Suit)

Z = - 4.005
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.939
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.747
p < 0.001

Setup 1
(Thighs)

----
Z = - 3.762
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.947
p < 0.001

Setup 2
(Arms)

---- ----
Z = - 4.089
p < 0.001

Figure 8. Wilcoxon test results on average discomfort level between each pair of setups.

Figure 9 shows the frequencies of responses to a question about the desire to use the
setups. The Friedman test revealed significant differences between different setups for the
desire to use the setup (χ2 = 54.279, p < 0.001).
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Figure 9. Desire to use the setups.

Figure 10 shows the Wilcoxon test results for the desire to use different setups. The
Wilcoxon test (with α < 0.008) revealed a statistically significant main effect of “Setups
1 (thighs), 2 (arms), and 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 0 (no suit)”, “Setup 2 (arms)” and “Setup 3
(ears)” vs. “Setup 1 (thighs)”, and “Setup 3 (ears)” vs. “Setup 2 (arms)”.

VR Suit
Setups

Setup 1
(Thighs)

Setup 2
(Arms)

Setup 3
(Ears)

Setup 0
(No VR Suit)

Z = - 3.776
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.957
p < 0.001

Z = - 4.058
p < 0.001

Setup 1
(Thighs)

----
Z = - 3.500
p < 0.001

Z = - 3.568
p < 0.001

Setup 2
(Arms)

---- ----
Z = - 2.877
p = 0.004

Figure 10. Wilcoxon test results on desire to use the setups.

These results indicate that participants preferred to use at least one setup with the
VR suit compared to “Setup 0 (no suit)”. Many deaf participants commented to us that
although setups with the VR suit (Setups 1, 2, and 3) felt a little uncomfortable because
of the VR suit, these setups were very useful compared to “Setup 0 (no suit)” in VR and
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helped them to complete the VR task much more quickly and easily. In addition, the results
of comparing setups with the VR suit show that participants preferred “Setup 3 (ears)”
more than other setups.

5. Experiment with the Number of Vibro-Motors

Almost all of the participants (18 out of 20) commented that they prefer to use an
assistive system in VR without a VR suit. Therefore, we decided to conduct another
experiment without the VR suit and with only two vibro-motors mounted in deaf users’
ears. We used soft plastic covers for each vibro-motor to minimize the unpleasant feeling
of mounting them inside the users’ ears (Figure 11). All participants commented that
putting vibro-motors inside their ears felt like using regular in-ear headphones without
any unpleasant sensation.

Figure 11. Mounting vibro-motors with soft covers inside users’ ears.

This new condition is very similar to “Setup 3 (ears)”, and we used the same VR task
as in the previous experiment. The only difference was the removal of the VR suit and the
two vibro-motors on the front and back. For this new condition, when the sound source
was in the front, none of the vibro-motors vibrated because the player could see the sound
source immediately, and when the sound source was in the back, both of the vibro-motors
in the left and right ears vibrated at the same time. We intended to determine if the human
brain can handle the new situation for sound source localization in VR and compared the
results with the results of using the VR suit.

We called this new condition “Setup 4 (only ears)”, and we tested both “Setup 3 (ears)”
from the main study and this new “Setup 4 (only ears)” on a new group of participants com-
prising 10 DHH persons from the deaf community (7 men, 3 women; ages: 25–35, X̄ = 28.3,
with no hearing in either ear) with the same procedure as that explained in Section 3.4.
Each participant completed both the “Setup 3 (ears)” and “Setup 4 (only ears)” tests on
one day, in random order. After finishing both tests, we asked the participants to complete
a questionnaire about the discomfort score and the desire to use each setup. Then, we
calculated the average task completion time, average discomfort level, and the desire to use
each setup and compared the results. Figure 12 shows the average task completion time of
“Setup 4 (only ears)—without the VR suit” compared to “Setup 3 (ears)—with the VR suit”.
Participants completed the VR task with an average task completion time of 21.058 s for
“Setup 3 (ears)” and 21.389 seconds for “Setup 4 (ears only)”.

We applied a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05 on the average task completion
times of setups. The Wilcoxon test suggested that these average task completion times
were close, with no significant difference (Z = −0.714, p = 0.475). This result indicates
that using the VR suit with four vibro-motors does not significantly affect the average task
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completion time of deaf users in comparison to using only two vibro-motors on the ears.
Therefore, hypothesis H2 is supported.

With VR Suit Without VR Suit
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Figure 12. Average task completion times of “Setup 3 (ears)” and “Setup 4 (only ears)”.

Figure 13 shows the average responses to questions about discomfort scores and
the desire to use “Setup 3 (ears)” and “Setup 4 (only ears)”. Comparison of the average
discomfort level of “Setup 4 (only ears)—without the VR suit” with that of “Setup 3 (ears)—
with the VR suit” using the Wilcoxon test showed significant differences between these
two setups (Z = −2.809, p = 0.005); participants rated “Setup 4 (ears only)” as more
comfortable than “Setup 3 (ears)”.
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In addition, the Wilcoxon test for the results on the desire to use the setups showed
significant differences between these two setups (Z = −2.831, p = 0.005). DHH partic-
ipants preferred to use “Setup 4 (only ears)—without the VR suit” more than “Setup 3
(ears)—with the VR suit” for completing sound-related VR tasks. This is an exciting result
because it will help us to develop small portable VR assistants for deaf persons without
using VR suits in the future.

6. Discussion and Future Work

The results of our first experiment suggest that DHH persons complete sound-related
VR tasks significantly faster with our proposed haptic VR suit than without haptic feedback.
In addition, the results for the discomfort level and the desire to use different setups show
that DHH persons prefer mounting the vibro-motors on their upper body sections, such as
arms and ears, compared to lower body sections, such as thighs, when using the VR suit.
However, the results of our second experiment suggest that DHH persons prefer mounting
vibro-motors on their ears when not using a VR suit. According to these results, both of
our hypotheses in this study are supported, but more neurological studies are required to
understand why DHH persons react differently to tactile sensations from different parts of
their bodies.

In this study, the experiment was entirely new to DHH participants, so we limited the
number of vibro-motors to four on a custom VR suit and limited the directions of incoming
sounds to the front, back, left, and right. In addition, we only tested our suggested setups
of the VR suit on the same group of participants on different days and in a fixed order.
Although the VR environment randomly changed in each test for each participant, the
fixed order of the setups in our first experiment may have had some learning effects on
the participants. Therefore, it will be essential to randomize the order of conditions across
participants in our future work.

Our study results can ultimately lead to a more efficient design and save resources
and costs while providing a more enjoyable VR experience for DHH persons. In summary,
our study suggests the following guidelines for VR developers who intend to design haptic
devices for DHH users with a focus on sound source localization in VR:

1. When using a VR suit, DHH persons prefer mounting vibro-motors on the upper
body.

2. Front and back vibro-motors (haptic devices) are not mandatory for sound source
localization in VR.

3. Haptic VR suits are not preferred by DHH persons for sound source localization in
VR, and they prefer compact and portable haptic devices.

4. DHH persons prefer mounting a vibro-motor inside each of their ears for sound
source localization in VR.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated different setups of a haptic VR suit for DHH persons
that helps them to complete sound-related VR tasks. Our experimental results suggest
that sound source localization in VR is not significantly faster with four haptic devices
compared to two. Therefore, the efficiency of completing sound-related VR tasks is not
related to the number of haptic devices on the suit. However, further studies are required
to analyze more complex sound source localization scenarios in VR for DHH persons (e.g.,
diagonal directions for incoming sounds).

Furthermore, our complementary study shows that DHH persons prefer mounting
vibro-motors in their ears when not using a VR suit. We consider this an exciting result
because it can help VR developers to develop compact, cheap, and portable haptic devices
for DHH users for purposes such as sound source localization in VR.

Our results suggest that using haptic devices in VR can help deaf persons to complete
sound-related VR tasks faster. Using haptic devices can also encourage DHH persons to
use VR technology more than before. Further studies are required to test and analyze the
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effects of haptic devices on sound source localization VR tasks and VR enjoyment among
DHH persons. We hope to inspire VR developers to design and develop wearable assistive
haptic technologies for deaf persons to help them to use and enjoy VR technology as much
as persons without hearing problems.
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